
FALLOUT • Paul Thomas

Second in the new Tito Ihaka series set in 
New Zealand, featuring a Maori police 
detective with a sulphurous reputation.

‘…terrific maverick cop, violent, profane, funny.’ 
Ian Rankin

UK March 15 / US April 15 • £8.99 • $14.95
PB • 978-1908524-492 • eB • 978-1908524-508

TIN SKY • Ben Pastor

Ukraine 1943, the Germans regrouping after 
Stalingrad. A Wehrmacht officer investigates 
the death of two Russian generals held as POWs.

‘Well crafted, sharp prose… 
a disturbing mix of detection and reflection.’ 
Publishers Weekly

UK April 15 / US May 15 • £8.99 • $15.95
PB • 978-1908524-515 • eB • 978-1908524-522

BehINd GOd’S BAcK • harri Nykänen

The murder of a fellow Jew throws Helsinki 
detective Ariel Kafka into a maelstrom of 
international intrigue and high-level corruption.

‘Impressively labyrinthine mystery series.’ 
Time Out

UK January 15 / US February 15 • £8.99 • $14.95
PB • 978-1908524-423 • eB • 978-1908524-430

BITTER LEMON PRESS
Gripping fiction that exposes the darker side of foreign places. 

Wilmington Square Books
A non-fiction list dedicated to writing about culture & society.
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The BOdY SNATcher • Patricia Melo

A Brazilian story of drug dealing gone wrong, 
police corruption and macabre blackmail.

‘An explosive mixture of dread, greed and corruption. 
You won’t put it down until you’ve read the very last page.’ 
Cosmopolitan

UK June 15 / US September 15 • £8.99 • $14.95 
PB • 978-1908524-539 • eB • 978-1908524-546

reALISATION • Julian Spalding

How our changing world view, from a flat earth 
to a spinning planet, has affected our attitudes, 
architecture and art.

‘Writes with a beautiful lucidity…’
A.C. Grayling, The Art Newspaper

UK February 15 / US April 15 • £8.99 • $14.95 
PB • 978-1908524-454 • eB • 978-1908524-461

cherNOBYL STrAwBerrIeS • Vesna Goldsworthy

A displaced Serb, a cancer diagnosis. 
A haunting, honest, witty and penetrating  
account of life in (quite comfortable) exile. 

‘Engrossing…the work of a fiercely honest 
and cultivated intelligence.’ 
Sunday Times

UK February 15 / US April 15 • £8.99 • $14.95 
PB • 978-1908524-478 • eB • 978-1908524-485

dIVOrce TUrKISh STYLe • esmahan Aykol

The young wife of a wealthy industrialist is found dead 
in her Istanbul apartment. An accident they said…

‘An offbeat amateur sleuth with a distinctive narrative voice.’ 
Publishers Weekly

UK September 15 / US October 15 • £9.99 • $14.95
PB • 978-1908524-577 • eB • 978-1908524-584


